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note: please note that these books were collected from different sources from the internet and
gathered together to help students for so they can easily find them and prepare for their upcoming

ielts exam. the website owner does not hold any responsibility for those. if you have any claim
regarding any content of this website please contact us via our contact usform. the ielts trainer book
series includes two books cambridge ielts trainer 1 and ielts trainer 2 academic: there are 6 practice

tests for the test. because the sample tests are more difficult than the actual test, this book is
suitable for those with a band score of 4.5, so if you are a beginner or have a low level, you should

not use this book. ielts trainer book series includes two books cambridge ielts trainer 1 and ielts
trainer 2 academic: there are 6 practice tests for the test and no sample tests. this book is suitable

for beginners with a low band score, or those with a higher band score. if you have a high band
score, you should not use this book. the ielts trainer book series includes two books cambridge ielts
trainer 1 and ielts trainer 2 academic: there are 6 practice tests for the test and no sample test, so

this book is suitable for those with a band score of 4.5. if you have a high band score, you should not
use this book. the ielts trainer book series includes two books cambridge ielts trainer 1 and ielts

trainer 2 academic: there are 6 practice tests for the test and no sample test. this book is suitable for
those with a band score of 4.5, so if you are a beginner or have a low band score, you should not use

this book.
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online classes for all levels and all subjects are available in a wide range of topics. new courses are
always being added so check back regularly for updates. as moreielts opportunities open up, we will

add more courses, but the focus will remain on enhancing the teacher training experience for our
current students. we also offer resources such as lesson plans, study materials, tips and plenty of

other materials to help youteach ielts. ielts training isnt about simply learning a new language. it is
about learning to become a confident communicator acrosscultural boundaries. students come to us
with a variety of interests, from tourism to technology to medicine, from accounting tocommerce. we
cater to students of all ages, including both adults and children. regardless of whether students want

to learnenglish to make contact with a potential job, to improve their education or to gain a
betterunderstanding of the culture and people in their area, ielts is committed to helping them
achieve their goals. thelanguage that we teach, ielts, is a test developed and administrated by

cambridge intelanguage assessment, a division of the university of cambridge. ielts are accepted for
study, work and immigration in over 197countries around the world. we teach ielts preparation
course which is the most comprehensive ielts course available online. our course is based on

intensive and well-researched techniques that the students can follow to achieve the desired result.
we have a proven track record of improving students ielts scores which has resulted in their

admission to the very top universities and other prestigious institutions in the world. weve designed
an ielts training program that works. our services include: workshops, ielts instruction,book test

preparation, ielts study classes, ielts toefl courses, ielts preparation course, ielts exam training and
ielts exam preparation course. ourpreparation class is the most comprehensive course. no matter
what type of student you are, we offer ielts coaching, ielts test coaching and ielts exam coaching
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